
 

 

  
 

 

Curriculum Vitae 

Contact Details 
Direct:  +44 (0) 7810.850.177 
mvaughan-jones@secretariat-intl.com 
 
Professional History 
• EC Harris (an Arcadis Company) 
• Navigant Consulting 
• John Laing Civil Engineering 
Education 
• BSc (Hons) Commercial 

Management and Quantity 
Surveying 

• MSc Construction Law  

Professional Registrations 
• Member of the Royal Institution 

of Chartered Surveyors 
• Society of Construction Law 
 
 
 

Mark Vaughan-Jones 
Senior Associate 

Current Position 

Mr. Vaughan-Jones is a Senior Manager with Secretariat International.  He 
specializes in providing delay analysis in helping to resolve complex construction 
disputes.  He has worked on some notable disputes in adjudication, litigation and 
arbitration. 

Professional Experience 
Mr. Vaughan-Jones has provided quantum and delay analysis both in the UK and 
Europe for both employers and contractors on projects in a variety of sectors, 
including nuclear, oil and gas, highways, airports, power and chemical plants.  
Since 2003, he has advised clients and prepared reports for smaller matters and 
for adjudication, and has been involved in assisting high-profile expert witnesses 
in quantum and programming matters.  His expertise in establishing fact based 
claims analysis and forensic examination is well regarded by construction lawyers 
and clients, and his dual-knowledge of quantum and programing matters proves 
very useful to clients in certain instances. Whilst most of his work is in regard to 

delay analysis, he has been appointed as quantum expert for a small matter in litigation, which subsequently 
settled before trial. 
 
Representative Engagements 

Selected examples from Mr. Vaughan-Jones’s body of work in respect of delay analysis include the 
following: 
 
» Leading the delay analysis in the preparation of a claim on a nuclear-related facility: providing an 
opinion on the as-built critical path (as-built programme of approximately 8,000 activities over a 10-year 
period), assisting legal team with interviewing witnesses and carrying out forensic research.  A significant 
and complex claim (in excess of £125million) involving marine, civils and M&E works (currently in 
arbitration). 
» Advising the client (power generation firm) on the merits of the contractor’s entitlement to extension 
of time (and the value of prolongation costs) on an on-shore windfarm. 
» Advising the client (university) on the merits of the contractor’s entitlement to extension of time on a 
new-build student teaching facility. 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays in relation to 11 sections of work on a £40m claim on a 
gas desulphurisation plant in the UK (litigation). 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays on a £16m claim on a single/dual carriageway in 
Uganda (international arbitration). 
» Report for adjudication in response to a claim for extension of time on a mixed-use development. 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays on a €100m claim on a dual carriageway in Ireland 
(international arbitration). 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays in the construction of a Soft Yoke Mooring Buoy in the 
Caspian Sea (litigation). 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays on a new-build city centre residential development 
(adjudication). 
» Advising the client (contractor) on the merits of its M&E sub-contractor’s entitlement to extension of 
time on a new-build court and probation building. 
» Advising the client (power-generation firm) on the merits of the contractor’s entitlement to extension 
of time on a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power plant in Italy. 
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» Assistant to expert witness in regard to delays on an airport runway in the UK (litigation).  Included 
the collection and analysis of project information to illustrate earthwork excavation productivity over a 
period of three years.  
 
Selected examples from Mr. Vaughan-Jones’s body of work in respect of quantum (including commercial 
audit work) include the following: 
 
Commercial Audit Work 
» Providing a major international firm in the oil and gas industry with an independent audit of the 
Change Orders issued to its contractors in regard to two separate contracts: FPSO (Floating Production 
Storage Off-loading unit); and UFR (Umbilicals, Flowlines & Risers).  The contract works were carried out 
in South Korea, France, UK & Nigeria.  
» Independent party auditing €90m of forecast costs anticipated by the contractor constructing a new 
solid waste management and storage facility at a nuclear power station in Lithuania. 
Quantum 
» Expert witness acting for the Claimant (in litigation – High Court of Justice, Queens Bench Division).  
Claim in regard to works carried out / to be carried out on the Claimant’s primary residence and 
investment properties. 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to a US$25m claim on a road project in the Kyrgyz Republic 
(international arbitration). 
» Report for adjudication in regard to loss and expense arising from the late completion of construction 
works and the impact on the Information and Communication Technology installation. 
» Loss and expense claim for an M&E sub-contractor (due to loss of labour productivity) involved in the 
refurbishment of university buildings. 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to a claim on new chemical plant in the UK (arbitration). 
» Reviewing the valuation of Architect Instructions and identifying instances of sub-standard 
performance by the Architect on behalf of the employer on a £1.5million college development. 
» Assistance in developing a report demonstrating deficiencies in the Architect’s performance following 
the termination of the Architect on a €150 million mixed-use development.  Furthermore the report 
included an assessment of the delay, and loss and / or expense incurred or likely to be incurred.  The 
appointment required a continuous 7-day week involvement for a 4-week period in Bratislava (Slovak 
Republic). 
» Loss and expense claim for a scaffolding sub-contractor at a new chemical plant in the North-West. 
» Assistant to expert witness in regard to a €64million claim on a main drainage system within in 
Ireland (international arbitration). 
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